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BACKGROUND:  

In the Gandhian era (1920-1947) of freedom movement the Karnataka theatre 
stood at cross roads. The folk theatre, yakshagana, open theatres were turned back by the 
similarility in their matter and manners. They become popular recreation centres by the 
virtue of play rights like Subbaiah Naidu, Shantakavi Huyilagola Narayanrao, Gubbi 
Veeranna and other famous actors and use of puranic theme thoroughly. But, now the 
competition with the Marathi theatre, insecurity of the profit and advent of cinema gave a 
bigger threat to the professional drama. Use of bookish language, older techniques, 
method of role conducting, subject matter of plays and other aspects had failed to attract 
the new generation of middle class from the western education. So, gradually the theatre 
was in bigger hindrances.  

At the time of confluence, Shriranga entered the field of drama. He was a creative 
writer of the twentieth century, was impressed a lot from the western theatre. The subject 
matter of the plays had the several aspects of the life and society. He dreamt of to create 
new society. He was used drama as the prime medium of social change. He had the 
experience of the dramas by his childhood and deeply influenced by the Kannada and 
Marathi companies.  Now, the centre theme of play is to concentrate the mind of 
audience towards political change, social reformation and national awakening, it of mere 
recreation.  
EARLY LIFE:  

Sriranga was born in the Agarakheda village of Bijapur in 1904. His original 
name was R.V. Zahagirdar. He changed his name as Adhyarangacharya in 1948. But 
‘Shriranga’ is his pen name. He was schooled in national school, namely ‘Shrikrishna 
pathasala and government middle school in Bijapur from 1914 – 1921. He was graduated 
from Deccan college, Pune from 1921-1925. Then, he got his higher education from 
England and returned to India in 1928. In 1930, he was joined as Sanskrit lecturer in 
Karnataka College, Dharwad. In 1933, he was started ‘Natyavilasi Sangh’ and in very 
next year he met Gandhi. He married with Smt. Sharada Chandrachud in 1934. Shriranga 
resigned the lectureship and joined in the information and broad casting department and 
become director of drama in Akashavani of Bangalore, from where he got retirement in 
1956.  

Sriranga got numerous awards and honours across the country including Sangeet 
Nataka Academy Award, and selected as its fellow in 1967. Padmabhusahana Award 
(1972), Sahitya Academy Award and so on.  He was participated in International music 
and theatre fests held at Berlin and Hungary as Brand Ambassador of Indian government. 
He was died in 1984.  
Works of Shriranga:  

Shriranga had written in varied experiences of society and life in his plays.  
Especially he was well-versed play right and composed above forty dramas and sixty 
mono act plays. He wrote ten novels, four biographies, four English books regarding 
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theatre and dramaturgy, four translations, poetry, critique, commentary, philosophy and 
so on. A big volume of bibliography was composed and published by him.  
Shokachakra and Nationalism:  

Shriranga has had very vast life experience. He observed the society and national 
life in micro sense. The scope of his plays are unable to express in words.  He started to 
write a drama from 1920 as early as his student hood.  ‘Pranaya Bhanga’, is his first 
mono act play. It is a popular type of Kannada literature. These are performed 
dominatingly on the college stages in various festivals, radio and cultural programmes. 
They attracted the educated middle class in shorter time.  The mono act play deeply 
impressed a single incidence of society, freedom movement and personality of the 
national leaders quite naturally.  

 His plays varied in nature but for the convenience of the study, they divided as 
puranic, historic, social, political and rational dramas. The ‘Shokachakra’ is one in hand 
describes the various political inclinations after the death of Gandhi in Indian polity.  

 
Sriranga was directly influenced by Gandhi and thought day and night about the 

future of India after freedom. For this theme he composed the ‘Shokachakra’ for better 
future of Indian politics. By the way, he opened and bring out the sudo nationalism of the 
selfish politicians.  

Jayarao is the hero of ‘Shokachakra’, the play beings with flag hosting by him.  
Govindappa is a close associate of Jayarao. The play reflects the culture and nature of 
local leaders as background to the national elections. Jayarao come forward to rendering 
the benevolent service as elected as Chairman of municipality. Hanmantappa represents 
as selfish politician and opposite in working nature of Jayarao with his companions. 
Jayarao struggled quietly for values of freedom.  

Rangamma, the wife of Jayarao, an innocent lady as represents the contribution of 
women’s sacrifice to the freedom and nation, without expecting anything in return. But 
their son, Shaym stand for the irresponsible second generation of youth community, and 
remains stagnant without response to any happenings and events occurred around and in 
the country as well. Venkanna is a journalist and an another role in Shokachara, shows 
the inner and outer dual personality of a fical mind for his suspicious nature. He bitterly 
blamed by the people.  It is an important role in view of the saga of drama.  

Before freedom we need political liberty under the auspicious of Gandhi, but, 
after getting political freed, hence changing our diversion towards social and internal 
progress.  Mahatma was died on 30.01.1948. In a way the play continues.  Here in the 
play, after election of municipality, the opponents of Jayarao assaulted on and threw the 
fire towards dias.  It reminds the death of Gandhi the people who killed Gandhi by 
bullets, the same threw the stones towards Jayarao, the hero and Gandhi model politician 
after freedom. The incident shows the repetition of history, and change the external 
without internal reform is an giant happening still continued is the burning instance of 
Shokachakra. 

In the play, the country rotate with violence, murder, forgery, conflict, untruth, 
unkind and other hurdles without internal and social change.  It leads to the wheel of 
sorrow’s (shokachaka) comes again and again is the real theme of drama echoed.  It is a 
remarkable drama to awaken the wisdom of people shed a light on the present condition 
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of freed India.  We saw the socio political trends in the human society is a message of 
Shriranga shows by the Shokachakra very obviously.  
Estimate  

Shriranga gave a new direction to the Kannada drama and an epoch maker. He had 
fame as an high esteemed play right, actor, director, art connoisseur, creative writer and 
profound scholar. He had passionate personality and flown his thoughts by the dramas with 
an intension to change and reform the society wholly. He increased the quality of dramas 
by the theme language and new techniques. “There is no man with us as Shriranga, studied 
deeply, think thoroughly and experiment the real personality of Shriranga” by H. M. 
Nayak, the relation between the audience, theatre and drama is rarely addresses.  
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